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Apple Pro Training Series: OS X Lion Support Essentials: Supporting and Troubleshooting OS X LionPeachpit Press, 2011


	This book is based on the same criteria that are used for Apple’s official

	training course, Lion 101: OS X Support Essentials 10.7, an in-depth

	exploration of troubleshooting on OS X Lion. It serves as a self-paced

	tour of the breadth of functionality of Lion and the best methods for

	effectively supporting users of Lion...
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App Inventor 2O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Yes, you can create your own apps for Android devices—and it’s easy to do. This extraordinary book introduces you to App Inventor 2, a powerful visual tool that lets anyone build apps. Learn App Inventor basics hands-on with step-by-step instructions for building more than a dozen fun projects, including a text answering...
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Music Production: For Producers, Composers, Arrangers, and StudentsScarecrow Press, 2011

	The guidance of a skilled music producer will always be a key factor in producing a great recording. In that sense, as Michael Zager points out in his second edition of Music Production: For Producers, Composer, Arrangers, and Students, the job of a music producer is analogous to that of a film director, polishing work product to its...
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Expert MySQL (Expert's Voice in Databases)Apress, 2012

	Expert MySQL is the leading reference for learning, understanding, and extending the MySQL server. It unlocks the full promise of open source by showing how to modify the code, create your own storage engine, build your own authentication plugins, and even add your own functions and commands to the SQL language. No other book...
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Mobile and Web Messaging: Messaging Protocols for Web and Mobile DevicesO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to use messaging technologies to build responsive and resilient applications for mobile devices and web browsers. With this hands-on guide, you’ll use the Stomp and Mqtt messaging protocols to write iOs and web applications capable of sending and receiving Gps and device sensor data, text messages, and alerts.
...
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Practical Prototype and script.aculo.us (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2008
As a JavaScript developer, you will already be aware of some of the time saving, convenience, and functionality provided to you by JavaScript/Ajax libraries in general. Prototype (www.prototypejs.org) and its sister effects library, script.aculo.us (http://script.aculo.us/), are among the most popular and best–supported JavaScript libraries,...
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The Best Travel Writing 2010: True Stories from Around the WorldTravelers Tales, 2010

	My favorite mountaineering book is The Mountains of My Life, by legendary Italian climber Walter Bonatti. While I love being in the mountains—it’s a rare day I don’t daydream about the Alps or the Himalayas—I am not a climber. It isn’t so much Bonatti’s exploits that inspire me as his attitude towards...
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TIBCO Spotfire for DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2013

	Spotfire can give your organization the competitive edge through better analysis and visual presentation of business intelligence and this book will show you how. A guided tour of all the essential features of Spotfire.


	Overview

	
		Install a development environment on your own desktop/laptop
	
		A...
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Running Xen: A Hands-On Guide to the Art of VirtualizationPrentice Hall, 2008
“This accessible and immediately useful book expertly provides the Xen community with everything it needs to know to download, build, deploy and manage Xen implementations.”
—Ian Pratt, Xen Project Leader VP Advanced Technology, Citrix Systems

  

...
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Fodor's South Florida: with Miami, Fort Lauderdale & the Keys (Full-color Travel Guide)Fodor's, 2021

	
		Whether you want to snorkel in the Keys, relax on Miami Beach, or tour the Everglades, the local Fodor’s travel experts in South Florida are here to help! Fodor’s South Florida: With Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and the Keys guidebook is packed with maps, carefully curated recommendations, and everything else you...
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Hotel Front Office ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The third edition of Hotel Front Office Management continues to address the demands
of the hotel industry in the new millennium. Educators who are preparing professionals
for roles as front office managers and general managers in hotels are required to meet
the challenges of operations, technology, training, empowerment, and...
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Principles of Glacier MechanicsCambridge University Press, 2005
"A stimulating and educative text."    Journal of Glaciology

"A tour de force of the state of modern glaciology."    Global and Planetary Change

"...provides students and practicing glaciologists with the tools they need to understand modern glaciology. The organization of the book makes it ideal for...
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